
Buffalo Avenue Art Action
with Joely BigEagle-Kequahtooway

Activity:

Use the buffalo drawings included below as inspiration to draw or paint a buffalo of your own! Your
buffalo can be any size and be decorated as you wish. You may want to trace the drawings to help
draw your buffalo.

Below are words for buffalo in Indigenous languages spoken on Treaty 4 territory. 
You could also choose from these words and create your own Buffalo Avenue street sign.

PASKWA MOOSTOOS (CREE), TATANKA (DAKOTA/NAKOTA), PTE (DAKOTA/NAKOTA), 
MASHKODE-BIZHIKI (SAULTEAUX), IINNII (BLACKFOOT).

Your artwork will be part of a collective art action that will line the street and share a public message
of support to rename the street Buffalo Avenue!

Bring your art to:
3131 Dewdney Avenue (Indigenous Christian Fellowship)
Saturday October 17 from 1:00-3:00pm
Artists will be on site to help laminate and hang your art.

Joely BigEagle-Kequahtooway is a multi-disciplinary artist  and co-founder of the Buffalo People Arts Institute.
She comes from a long line of buffalo hunters and is Nakota-Cree from the White Bear First Nations located in
Treaty 4 territory. She holds degrees in Civil Engineering and Mathematics.

History:

Regina’s Dewdney Avenue was named after Edgar Dewdney, an Indian commissioner known for violating treaty
promises, including the use of starvation to subjugate Indigenous peoples. There is currently a petition calling
for the Regina City Council to rename the street. You can sign it here.

Why Buffalo?

Buffalo represents a connection to the land, identity and culture of the original people, hardships, resiliency,
livelihood, and strength. The buffalo sustained Indigenous nations for millennia. During 
the settling of Canada buffalo meat, hides and fur were traded between Indigenous peoples and settlers to help
survive the harsh climates.

Create a buffalo artwork to show your support for the renaming of Dewdney Avenue.
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https://www.change.org/p/street-park-name-change-dewdney-to-buffalo-in-regina-saskatchewan?recruited_by_id=1b4bec90-ec6a-012f-b26d-404046835f95&recruiter=10526988





